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Our Company We exist to bring amazing people together to explore the art of possible. Bailey

Abbott are a progressive and dynamic IT Consultancy business working across both Public

and Private sectors. People are at the core of everything we do. We're all about nurturing

and inspiring people – ours and our clients. We bring a positive attitude and mindset to

everything we do. We confidently use our knowledge and skills to solve problems,

finding a better and easier way forward. We deliver transformational outcomes to take

businesses further, fearlessly. Confidence and trust is fundamental to delivering superior

outcomes and we take ownership and responsibility for our commitments. Our People When

you assemble an extraordinary group of individuals with a wide range of backgrounds and

skills, something truly magical occurs. By cultivating an environment and fostering a culture

that encourages and inspires, we unlock the full potential of each person, allowing them to

bring forth their very best. Our specialist IT Consultants are creative, collaborative, and

passionate. We're strong advocates for change, challenging the status quo through new

thinking, technology, and practices. Always exploring creative ways to simplify complexity. As

a Consultant with Bailey Abbott, you will have the opportunity to build your project portfolio by

gaining exposure and experience working across different clients, industries, technologies,

and methodologies, all while having the stability and security of a permanent position.

Our Career Opportunity Bailey Abbott now have an exciting opportunity for a Solution Architect

to join our Strategy and Architecture capability. Our Solution Architecture specialists work

within an active community of practice, enabling you to benefit from their years of collective

experience and wisdom. Working as a Solution Architect you will get the opportunity to:
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Represent Bailey Abbott, sharing your skills and knowledge to help deliver projects for our

clients Manage the solution definition process ensuring the completeness (fitness-for-

purpose) of business application architecture blueprints and specifications, in terms of

adequately addressing business and system requirements, and any corresponding concerns of

the applications' business sponsors, user groups and stakeholders. Support the creation

and development of enterprise roadmaps, including documenting target architectures and

strategies, and ensuring alignment with and enablement of business strategy within the

enterprise and platforms. Author, review and endorse requirements and specifications to

design and implement a solution within an ecosystem of multiple enterprise applications.

Define clear solution goals for a program and managing execution to those goals (either

BAU or project). Experience in Cloud Transformation/Migration experience - Azure

(required) & AWS at a cloud/infrastructure level Proven track record in consulting roles or a

strong aspiration to embody the essence of a genuine Consultant Understanding of core

technology capabilities including middleware, infrastructure. Pragmatic use of Architecture

frameworks and models such as business value cycles which derive business value.

Experience in one or more of the following Cloud offerings: AWS, Azure and GCP across

IaaS and PaaS. Experience with Microservices architectures and APIs. Experience with

emerging Security standards. Experience with Agile approaches and DevOps best practices. In

Depth understanding of core coding practices. Paid Birthday Leave Access to Employee

Assistance Program Novated Leasing Flexible Working Options Regular team gatherings

including monthly team lunch Professional development opportunities and continuous

learning Financial benefits through Discount Store Our clients are diverse and so are we.

We engage with great talent from all walks of life to bring their extensive and varied

experience to help promote innovation. We encourage applications from candidates from all

backgrounds to further strengthen Bailey Abbott. Bailey Abbott. Explore Possible. #J-18808-
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